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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Rocklin Academy Family of Schools (RAFOS) was founded in the spirit of the charter
movement to provide families an alternative to traditional public education. In its
education model, honed over the last 17 years, RAFOS has created a family of schools
offering students the unique conditions to be self-reliant learners and passionate citizens.
Through its rigorous, cohesive, and experiential curriculum, RAFOS unleashes students’
individual passions and academic potential. The high quality of the RAFOS academic
program has been constant, however, the organization has grown rapidly in recent years.
Strategic planning provided the opportunity to seek focus of K-12 organizational
priorities, clarify decision-making practices, and strengthen engagement in the
community.
Through this strategic planning process, RAFOS leaders, community members, teachers,
staff, parents, and students have asked critical questions around how RAFOS can
organize itself to better respond to the passions, interests, and needs of each student.
There has been a recognition that the organization cannot accomplish this vision without
meaningful partnerships – with parents and the community – as well as an intentional
investment in talent.
Looking forward to the next five years, RAFOS leaders, parents, teachers, and staff are
equipped to carry forward a “students first” approach. The refined, collective K-12 focus
is on preparing students for excellence; students will graduate RAFOS with rigorous
higher education opportunities and be ready to impact the world through their
responsibility, passion, and engagement.
In the next five years, RAFOS has committed its resources to better support:
- Students building depth of understanding;
- a school environment that supports students to develop as compassionate and
responsible citizens;
- a work culture ensuring the sustainability and growth of teachers, staff, and
administrators;
- parents as valued partners to strengthen our schools and programs; and
- collaboration with community partners to enrich learning for all students.
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The 2017-2022 Strategic Plan serves as a framework for RAFOS to manage decisions
with clear focus and direction. Although concrete goals, strategies, and tactics are
established throughout this plan, implementation should remain flexible and aligned
with the vision and mission of the school. Through continuous use and application, the
strategic plan can help reinforce identity, alignment, and strategic direction for the
organization. It is recommended that the strategic plan be evaluated and adapted
annually over the next five years.
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VISION AND MISSION
VISION
We envision a school community that inspires its students to excel academically,
pursue their passions, and impact the world with excellence.

MISSION
Rocklin Academy Family of Schools provides a distinct educational program
strengthened by community and parent partnerships to achieve high standards, rich
core content, and innovative learning.
The core components of our student-centered approach:
•

Strong foundations of shared knowledge K-12 through core knowledge and A-G
curriculum

•

Effective, high-quality instructional strategies and resources

•

Unique, relevant learning experiences in the community

•

Parent community contributing unique skills and engaged in decision-making for
school success

•

Organizational growth and leadership pathways
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STRATEGIC PLAN ONE PAGERS
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THEORY OF CHANGE
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STRATEGIC PLAN OUTLINE
1. Students build depth of understanding in core concepts through a cohesive K-12
education program.
1.1 Identify and prioritize high-leverage initiatives K-12
1.2 Create K-12 alignment in core concepts and education model
1.3 Build connections across all RAFOS schools
1.4 Enhance external messaging to communicate our distinct, K-12 education program and
maintain enrollment

2. The school environment cultivates students who are responsible, compassionate,
and engaged citizens.
2.1 Define and communicate engagement for RAFOS students, teachers and staff, and
parents K-12
2.2 Develop a comprehensive program to teach responsibility, compassion, and
engagement K-12
2.3 Create community engagement opportunities for students to develop values

3. Our work culture promotes the continuous growth of teachers, staff, and
administrators.
3.1 Create a model for continuous growth pathways and leadership opportunities
3.2 Celebrate innovation and promote collaboration
3.3 Restructure organizational budget to retain top talent
3.4 Utilize our expansion and growth plan to provide new opportunities
3.5 Encourage staff to be advocates of the organization

4. Parents are valued partners who strengthen our schools and programs.
4.1 Define and communicate parent engagement expectations
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4.2 Improve two-way parent communication for increased efficiency and effectiveness
4.3 Create consistent grade level, school, and organization-wide involvement opportunities
K-12
4.4 Leverage parent expertise, network, and resources to create unique learning
opportunities
4.5 Promote K-12 ownership through parent feedback and giving

5. Organization, in collaboration with community partners, enrich the learning
experience for all students.
5.1 Seek community partners for student internship and mentorship opportunities
5.2 Leverage current and new community partners to enhance student learning
5.3 Pursue grant opportunities aligned with teacher and student interest
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GROWTH FRAMEWORK
Key Takeaways from Past Growth

The addition of Gateway and Western Sierra Collegiate Academy to the RAFOS system
provided additional K-6 seats to more families locally and offered a high-quality 7-12
extension. Successful expansion demonstrated organizational competency to effectively
serve more students (e.g. teacher and staff hiring capabilities). Staff satisfaction and
retention were positively impacted by newly created leadership opportunities and
current waitlists indicate sustained demand.
Despite its benefits, expansion created challenges for the organization. Facility
investments assumed a high cost, school operations overloaded leadership, new staff
was, at times, unequipped to lead sustainably, and the RAFOS community was
disconnected to why and how growth occurred.
Exploring Future RAFOS Expansion

The 2017-2022 Strategic Plan outlines efforts to strengthen and focus systems within
current RAFOS school sites. Some of these efforts require additional capacity, either by
increasing support for existing staff or creating new positions.
Charter management growth results in greater synergies and economies of scale, which
helps to continuously improve the educational model and talent development pipeline.
Furthermore, RAFOS leaders and community supporters believe there remains untapped
demand and potential for the RAFOS model.
Finally, as articulated in the Theory of Change (page 9), RAFOS leaders expect students
to strive to their greatest potential to positively impact their communities and the world.
RAFOS leaders hold themselves to the same expectations. To the leaders of the
organization, success at RAFOS implies a collective responsibility to share and
collaborate with education leaders outside of the organization to positively impact more
students and communities.
For these reasons, it is probable that RAFOS will continue to explore opportunities for
growth in the next five years. The process by which leaders evaluate expansion, however,
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will build from lessons learned from past expansion, and decision-making will be more
exhaustive and transparent.
The RAFOS Growth Framework

The following table outlines the essential components of sustainable growth and
corresponding action steps. Organizational leaders are now equipped with this tool for
assessing organizational readiness as new growth opportunities arise.
The checklist is not exhaustive, and should be adapted to incorporate RAFOS’ unique
criteria for growth.

ITEMS

LANDSCAPE ANALYSIS

o Determine relationship between charters and local school
district
o Identify target student population, according to need
o Evaluate current charter, district, and private school
performance, highlighting past and current charter school
success and failure
o Project growth in student demand annually over a threeyear time horizon
o Assess future demographic shifts and corresponding
needs

STAKEHOLDER
ENGAGEMENT

o Survey current and prospective families on school
preferences
o Identify ambassadors and key stakeholders to connect to
new families
o Develop key messaging around intended impact in the
local community
o Solidify informal commitments from families to determine
demand
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FINANCIAL PROJECTIONS

FACILITIES

o Project state and federal funding based on anticipated
student enrollment and demand (years 1-3)
o Develop annual school budget
o Establish accounting / finance policies and practices
o Explore new potential revenue streams
o Research philanthropic opportunities (e.g. grants) as a
source of additional revenue streams
o Evaluate leases and purchase options available, including
district options available via Prop 39
o Identify best option based on financial and enrollment
projections
o Negotiate, utilizing legal and real estate expertise; sign a
lease (9 months prior to opening or 3 years if building a
school site)

EDUCATION MODEL

o Evaluate intended impact (vision) and approach (mission)
of the new school site, aligned with organizational vision and
mission
o Assess current education model efficiencies and
deficiencies around the following core areas and determine if
they should be applied across all school sites:
o Core curriculum (e.g. year-long curriculum maps, unit
plans, and daily lessons)
o Extracurricular activities/course offerings
o Instructional strategies
o Student assessment
o Teacher coaching and professional development
o Parent communication and involvement

ORGANIZATIONAL
CULTURE

o Re-assess Theory of Change to determine and articulate
how a new school site aligns with organizational strategy and
impact
o Re-evaluate core values and organizational expectations
o Articulate collaboration plan for new school site and
existing sites
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TALENT and LEADERSHIP

o Assess teacher and staff retention and develop
corresponding strategic initiatives to ensure retention
o Create organizational chart, and organizational chart
annual growth projections for new site
o Define compensation plans
o Determine which current teachers and staff will transition
to the new school site (if any)
o Create a recruitment plan to attract new teachers, staff,
and leadership
o Build out onboarding and training processes
o Standardize processes for teacher and staff evaluation
o Solidify management philosophy
o Assess current board expertise and skillset; address gaps
(if needed)
o Determine any necessary structural changes to board
leadership

STUDENT RECRUITMENT

o Identify recruitment targets
o Solidify key strategies
o Establish student recruitment team and provide training
and resources
o Formalize recruitment plan, including monitors of progress

POLITICAL CLIMATE

o Identify key education leaders and local politicians and
develop corresponding engagement strategies
o Establish and maintain trust and accountability with the
charter authorizer

OPERATIONS

o Assess current operations policies and systems in the
following core areas and create an operations plan for the
new site:
o School-wide expectations
o Facility maintenance
o Food service
o Teacher resources
o Family communication
o Student support services (and student records)
o Student recruitment and enrollment
o Community partnerships
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OPERATIONS

o Assess leadership capacity for operational duties
o Determine processes to ensure consistency across all
school sites
SCHOOL OPENING

ONGOING
OPERATIONS

TEACHER and STAFF
SATISFACTION

COMMUNITY BUILDING

o Continue student recruitment efforts and onboarding
o Refine school processes, policies, and procedures
o Evaluate effectiveness of communication practices
o Monitor teacher and staff sustainability
o Celebrate successes
o Support site and district-wide collaboration
o Ensure organizational connectedness
o Monitor effective onboarding of students and families
o Define the organization’s role in the community and as a
community partner
o Research potential community partnerships (e.g. other
charter schools, nonprofits, or government organizations) to
fulfill desired impact
o Evaluate role as advocates for high-quality education
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PROCESS OVERVIEW
In September 2016, Rocklin Academy Family of Schools convened stakeholders, board
members, staff, students, and leadership to evaluate the organization’s identity, vision
for impact, and plan for the future. The leadership team embarked on a six-month
intensive process to address critical questions for the organization, including, but not
limited to:
- What is our vision for our education model?
- How do we create a supportive learning environment that supports students to
achieve academic excellence?
- How can our work culture promote the growth of teachers and staff?
- What role do parents play as partners in our students’ learning experiences?
- How might we strengthen community partnerships?
The process began with a comprehensive stakeholder engagement process that
engaged over 1,000 members of the RAFOS community. We sought feedback from
RAFOS students, staff, families, and leadership to better understand the current state of
the school and organization. We facilitated focus groups with students and one-on-one
conversations with key stakeholders to elicit their hopes and concerns for the future.
The Strategic Planning Steering Committee was comprised of twelve individuals with
diverse perspectives and expertise. The Committee served as a think tank and
ambassador for the planning process. Their work was structured around the central
questions of strategic planning:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

What is our current reality?
What are we ultimately working towards?
What are the specific outcomes we aim to achieve?
What is standing in our way?
What actions do we need to take in order to get there?
How will we measure our progress?
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1. What is our current reality?
In order to tackle the big questions around the future of RAFOS, the Steering Committee
began with an organizational assessment stemming from questions such as: what are the
strengths, weaknesses, and opportunities of the current approach? What areas threaten
our ability to do this critical work? Feedback from stakeholders was synthesized into the
SWOT analysis, which served as the foundation for the visioning and goal setting process
that followed (page 44). The SWOT communicates organizational strengths, gaps in
functionality, relevant opportunities, and challenges.
2. What are we ultimately working towards?
As a Steering Committee, we then began our work at the highest level, challenging
ourselves to answer: what is the purpose of RAFOS as an organization? Why is it so critical
that we exist? How do we want to expand our impact? Evaluating these core questions
resulted in new vision and mission statements for the organization (page 6), as well as a
Theory of Change (page 9) that articulate the long-term impact RAFOS envisions for
students, families, and the community.
3. What are the specific outcomes we aim to achieve?
The design of effective strategies requires a clear understanding of desired results. With
a defined long-term vision for what drives the organization, we collaborated to define
goal outcomes for the next 3-5 years. Goal outcomes were established within each of
RAFOS’ areas of influence: students, teachers and staff, parents, and organizational
leaders.

The core goals (page 7) became our framework for strategy design.
4. What’s standing in our way?
Before creating our road map to achieving our goal outcomes, we took time to digest
the internal and external factors that could potentially inhibit progress. A summary of
Critical Hurdles captures the most pressing challenges facing the organization in relation
to the five-year goals (page 43).
5. What actions do we need to take in order to get there?
Strategies define how we are going to accomplish our goal outcomes and work towards
our long-term vision. Tactics describe how resources will be utilized to execute
strategies.
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For each goal outcome, the Steering Committee brainstormed effective, implementable
strategies to be accomplished over a 3-5-year time horizon. Upon finalizing strategies,
sub-committees of teachers and staff, parents, board members, and school leaders were
formed to brainstorm the tactical steps needed to effectively execute strategies. The
result of their work is a comprehensive Implementation Plan (page 21).
6. How will we measure our progress?
Finally, effective implementation of this plan requires a comprehensive approach to
measure progress and inefficiencies. The Metrics section (page 34) outlines existing
evaluation systems, as well as additional metrics that can be adapted and utilized to
inform understanding of RAFOS’ performance and progress. Some of the metrics
included may also serve as powerful data points to share with key stakeholders and
potential funders.
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STRATEGIC PLAN IMPLEMENTATION
1. Students build depth of understanding in core concepts through a cohesive K-12 education program.
STRATEGY

1.1 Identify and prioritize
high-leverage initiatives K-12

STRATEGY
1.2 Create K-12 alignment in
core concepts and education
model

TACTIC

YEAR

1.1.1 Create a comprehensive list of current
initiatives

Year 1

1.1.2 Establish a decision-making framework to
evaluate current initiatives

Year 1

1.1.3 Evaluate initiatives and engage staff feedback

Year 1

1.1.4 Eliminate non-priority initiatives

Year 1

1.1.5 Plan and structure time and resources to
support priority initiatives

Year 1

LEAD RESPONSIBLE

Principal Team

1.1.6 Create regular process for reviewing initiatives

Year 2-5

TACTIC

YEAR

LEAD RESPONSIBLE

Year 1

Instructional Coaches/
Lead Teachers

1.2.1 Define and align our core concepts K-12
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1.2.2 Identify standards and benchmarks at the end
of each curriculum strand

Year 1

1.2.3 Backwards map using K-12 subject teams

Year 1

1.2.4 Develop benchmark, common assessments
and exemplary papers
1.2 Create K-12 alignment in
core concepts and education
model

STRATEGY

1.3 Build connections across
all RAFOS schools

Instructional Coaches/
Lead Teachers

Year 1-2
Instructional Coaches/
Lead Teachers

1.2.5 Create shared resource bank aligned to core
concepts

Year 2

1.2.6 Communicate and train teachers on core
concepts K-12

Year 1

1.2.7 Invest in current and new initiatives that
support students to be successful in a cohesive K-12
curriculum

Year 2

TACTIC

YEAR

LEAD RESPONSIBLE

1.3.1 Clarify commonalities and differences across
the RAFOS schools

Year 1

Superintendent

1.3.2 Create a district-wide strategic planning
calendar

Year 1

Superintendent
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1.3 Build connections across
all RAFOS schools
STRATEGY

1.4 Enhance external
messaging to communicate
our distinct, K-12 education
program and maintain
enrollment

1.3.3 Identify events and activities to connect sites
(e.g. teacher/staff/admin celebrations)
TACTIC

Year 1

Principal Team

YEAR

LEAD RESPONSIBLE

1.4.1 Clarify communication around core concepts

Year 1

1.4.2 Develop messaging to engage current and
prospective families

Year 1

1.4.3 Align parent onboarding process to Theory of
Change

Year 1

1.4.4 Track and communicate alumni student
outcomes

Year 1

1.4.5 Track and monitor student enrollment and
retention goals

Year 1

Director of Growth and
Engagement

Director of Finance

2. The school environment cultivates students who are responsible, compassionate, and engaged citizens.
STRATEGY
2.1 Define and communicate
engagement for RAFOS
students, teachers and staff,
and parents K-12

TACTIC

2.1.1 Define engagement for each stakeholder
group

YEAR

LEAD RESPONSIBLE

Year 1

Director of Growth and
Engagement
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2.1 Define and communicate
engagement for RAFOS
students, teachers and staff,
and parents K-12

STRATEGY

2.2 Develop a comprehensive
program to teach
responsibility, compassion,
and engagement K-12

2.1.2 Create corresponding rubrics

Year 1

2.1.3. Establish a survey to measure

Year 1

2.1.4 Celebrate stakeholder engagement

Year 1

TACTIC

YEAR

Director of Growth and
Engagement

LEAD RESPONSIBLE

2.2.1 Analyze current initiatives (e.g. Keys to
Success, C-Prep Values, PBIS) to inform program
design

Year 1

2.2.2 Define responsibility, compassion and
engagement student “look-fors” K-12

Year 1

Lead Teachers

2.2.3 Develop a framework to teach program

Year 2

Lead Teachers

Lead Teachers
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2.2 Develop a comprehensive
program to teach
responsibility, compassion,
and engagement K-12
STRATEGY

2.3 Create community
engagement opportunities
for students to develop
values

STRATEGY

2.4 Enhance extra-curricular
and course offerings for
students to explore passions

2.2.4 Seek community partners to support design
and implementation

Year 1

Lead Teachers/Director of
Growth and Engagement

TACTIC

YEAR

LEAD RESPONSIBLE

2.3.1 Develop and communicate annually a
comprehensive list of engagement opportunities for
students

Year 1

Director of Growth and
Engagement

2.3.2 Identify annually a list of community partners
and service opportunities

Year 1

Director of Growth and
Engagement

2.3.3 Create processes to recognize and award
students, parents, teachers and staff

Year 1

Director of Growth and
Engagement

TACTIC

YEAR

LEAD RESPONSIBLE

2.4.1 Survey student and parent interests to identify
new enrichment offerings

Year 2

Principal Team

2.4.2 Project cost of new programs, utilizing student
enrollment projections

Year 2

Director of Finance

2.4.3 Identify additional means of revenue

Year 2

Director of Finance
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3. Our work culture promotes the continuous growth of teachers, staff, and administrators.
STRATEGY

3.1 Create a model for
continuous growth pathways
and leadership opportunities

TACTIC

YEAR

LEAD RESPONSIBLE

3.1.1 Define our model for leadership development
that encourages individual plans for growth and
pathways for career development

Year 1

Superintendent

3.1.2 Utilize the Danielson Framework to develop
professional learning pathways (instruction,
environment, parent engagement)

Year 1

Principal Team

3.1.3. Support teachers and staff to develop
individual goals, aligned to strategic vision

Year 1

Principal Team

3.1.4 Identify PD opportunities aligned to strategic
vision and allow staff members to individually opt
into

Year 2

Principal Team

3.1.5 Develop a new teacher onboarding plan (peer
teacher mentorship program, additional pre-service
days)

Year 2

Principal Team/Lead
Teachers

Year 1-2

Director of Finance

3.1.6 Link growth plans to compensation
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STRATEGY

3.2 Celebrate innovation and
promote collaboration

STRATEGY
3.3 Restructure organizational
budget to retain top talent

TACTIC

YEAR

LEAD RESPONSIBLE

3.2.1 Develop a system to capture K-12 bright spots
and share lessons learned (e.g. peer observations)

Year 1

Lead Teachers

3.2.2 Create a searchable database to store internal
best practice and upload external resources

Year 2

Lead Teachers

3.2.3 Identify best practices to be shared externally
and avenues for sharing (e.g. conference
presentations)

Year 1

Lead Teachers

3.2.4 Seek strategic partnerships (e.g. other CMOs)
to enhance collaboration and organizational learning

Year 1

Director of Growth and
Engagement

TACTIC

YEAR

LEAD RESPONSIBLE

3.3.1 Clarify roles and responsibilities of leadership
team across school sites

Year 1

Superintendent

3.3.2 Build compensation program that is
competitive and supports our organizational goals
and strategic vision

Year 1-2

Superintendent/Director
of Finance
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3.3 Restructure organizational
budget to retain top talent
STRATEGY

3.4 Utilize our expansion and
growth plan to provide new
opportunities

STRATEGY

3.5 Encourage staff to be
advocates of the organization

3.3.3 Develop a decision-making framework to reallocate resources
TACTIC

Year 2

Superintendent/Principal
Team/Director of Finance

YEAR

LEAD RESPONSIBLE

3.4.1 Assess current teacher and staff retention and
career trajectory (utilizing individual growth plans)

Year 1-2

3.4.2 Create projected organizational charts for
potential new sites or current site expansions

Year 3-5

3.4.3 Map pathways of current teachers and staff to
transition to new or expanded sites (utilizing
individual growth plans)

Year 3-5

3.4.4 Create a recruitment plan and enhance
marketing efforts to attract new talent

Year 3-5

TACTIC

YEAR

3.5.1 Create channels for staff feedback

Year 1

3.5.2 Define problem-solving process

Year 1

3.5.3 Structure positive celebrations at the school
site and district level

Director of Growth and
Engagement

LEAD RESPONSIBLE

Principal Team

Year 1-2
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3.5 Encourage staff to be
advocates of the organization

3.5.4 Foster K-12 connectedness through semiannual district-wide staff retreats/celebrations

Year 1-2

Principal Team

4. Parents are valued partners who strengthen our schools and programs.
STRATEGY

4.1 Define and communicate
parent engagement
expectations

STRATEGY
4.2 Improve two-way parent
communication for increased
efficiency and effectiveness

TACTIC

YEAR

4.1.1 Define parent engagement expectations
aligned to Theory of Change

Year 1

4.1.2 Create corresponding rubrics

Year 1

4.1.3 Establish a survey to measure engagement and
sense of ownership

Year 1

4.1.4 Celebrate engagement of all varieties

Year 2

TACTIC

4.2.1 Survey K-6 and 7-12 parents for
communication preferences

LEAD RESPONSIBLE

Director of Growth and
Engagement

YEAR

LEAD RESPONSIBLE

Year 1

Director of Growth and
Engagement
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4.2.2 Clarify teacher-to-parent, school-to-parent,
and district-to-parent communication expectations

4.2 Improve two-way parent
communication for increased
efficiency and effectiveness

STRATEGY

4.3 Create consistent grade
level, school, and
organization-wide
involvement opportunities
K-12

4.2.3 Enhance websites to provide a create clear,
centralized location for information updates; utilize
video
4.2.4 Utilize in-person events for communication
updates and to expose district leadership (e.g. Backto-School Night; Superintendent attending school
site “Coffee Chats”); consider semi-annual district
and school site Community Town Halls

Year 1

Year 2-3
Director of Growth and
Engagement
Year 1

TACTIC

YEAR

4.3.1 Create a central location for parents to search,
select, and track volunteer opportunities

Year 2

4.3.2 Develop interactive grade level “wish lists” for
donated resources and needed funds

Year 1

4.3.3 Highlight volunteer opportunities that
maximize student learning (e.g. small group
facilitation)

Year 1

LEAD RESPONSIBLE

Director of Growth and
Engagement
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4.3 Create consistent grade
level, school, and
organization-wide
involvement opportunities
K-12
STRATEGY

4.4 Leverage parent
expertise, network, and
resources to create unique
learning opportunities

STRATEGY
4.5 Promote K-12 ownership
through parent feedback and
giving

4.3.4 Ensure parents are competent in Parent Portal
in order to stay updated on their child’s academic
progress

Year 1

Director of Growth and
Engagement

TACTIC

YEAR

LEAD RESPONSIBLE

4.4.1 Create an annual survey to capture parent
expertise and capabilities

Year 1

Director of Growth and
Engagement

4.4.2 Create a Parent Leadership database that
catalogs parent expertise and capabilities and
includes completed projects

Year 2

Director of Growth and
Engagement

4.4.3 Utilize survey results to match parents with
appropriate projects; track results and celebrate
leadership

Year 1

Director of Growth and
Engagement

4.4.4 Utilize Theory of Change to set expectations
and define scope of work for PSP

Year 1

Superintendent/PSP
Leadership

YEAR

LEAD RESPONSIBLE

4.5.1 Bolster PSP membership and engagement

Year 1

Director of Growth and
Engagement

4.5.2 Engage parents in organizational decisionmaking; encourage LCAP, AGC attendance and
participation

Year 1

Director of Growth and
Engagement

TACTIC
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4.5 Promote K-12 ownership
through parent feedback and
giving

4.5.3 Bolster annual giving campaign to increase
individual dollar donations and total engagement

Year 1-2

Fundraising Committee

4.5.4 Identify capital campaign initiative, driven by
student and parent input

Year 1-2

Fundraising Committee

4.5.5 Support school-site fundraising efforts, utilizing
internal and external best practices (e.g. Meyer’s
fundraising approach)

Year 1-2

Fundraising Committee

5. Organization leaders collaborate with community partners to enrich the learning experience for all students.
STRATEGY
5.1 Seek community partners
for student internship and
mentorship opportunities

STRATEGY
5.2 Leverage current and new
community partners to
enhance student learning

TACTIC

YEAR

LEAD RESPONSIBLE

Year 2

Principal Team

Year 2-3

Director of Growth and
Engagement/Principal
Team

YEAR

LEAD RESPONSIBLE

5.2.1 Collect current partnerships and past projects

Year 1

Director of Growth and
Engagement

5.2.2 Create community partnership data base

Year 2

Director of Growth and
Engagement

5.1.1 Survey student interests
5.1.2 Develop internship program (e.g. length,
requirements, credits)
TACTIC
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5.2.3 Create partnership criteria, including
partnership expectations for both RAFOS and
community partner
5.2 Leverage current and new
community partners to
enhance student learning

STRATEGY

Year 2

Director of Growth and
Engagement

5.2.4 Continue to catalog partners and projects

Year 2-5

Director of Growth and
Engagement

5.2.5 Align community partners and resources with
other initiatives at RAFOS

Years 3-5

Director of Growth and
Engagement

YEAR

LEAD RESPONSIBLE

TACTIC

5.3.1 Establish an administrative committee with PSP
representation
5.3 Pursue grant
opportunities aligned with
teacher and student interest

5.3.2 Design a proposal process for teachers to
submit requests
5.3.3 Assign grant writers to each approved
initiative, utilizing parent volunteers and staff

Year 1

Year 1-2

Year 2

Fundraising
Committee/Director of
Finance
Fundraising
Committee/Director of
Finance
Fundraising
Committee/Director of
Finance
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METRICS
CORE GOALS

1. Students build
depth of
understanding in
core concepts
through a cohesive
K-12 education
program

KEY
PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR

METRIC

METHOD

1.1 Staff feedback on
process efficiencies
regarding school initiatives
(e.g. district assessments,
RTI, curriculum)

Staff survey

1.2 Physical database with a
clearly articulated and
aligned K-12 resource bank

Online database
system

1.3 Quality and quantity of
district-wide collaboration
and events

Observational data,
staff survey, PD exit
slips

1.4 Creation and K-12
implementation of concise,
district-wide talking points
on RAFOS’ education
program

Observational data

FREQUENCY

LEAD
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CORE GOALS

2. The school
environment
cultivates students
who are
responsible,
compassionate,
and engaged
citizens

KEY
PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR

METRIC

METHOD

2.1 Community feedback
from teachers, staff, and
parents to measure level of
engagement

Parent, teacher and
staff survey

2.2 Teacher and parent
feedback on clear definitions
for responsibility,
compassion, and
engagement

Teacher and parent
survey

2.2 Shared best practices on
K-12 instructional strategies
to support responsibility,
compassion, and
engagement

Student survey

2.3 Percentage of students
involved in community
engagement opportunities

Data collection

2.3 Anecdotal stories of
students creating impact
(current and alumni)

Data collection

FREQUENCY

LEAD
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CORE GOALS

3. Our work culture
supports
sustainability and
continuous growth
of teachers, staff,
and administrators

KEY
PERFORMANCE
INDICATOR

METRIC

METHOD

3.1 Percentage of staff
reporting progress towards
individual professional goals

Data collection

3.2 K-12 scaling of internal
“bright spots”

Observational data

3.3 Staff retention rates
(compared to previous years)

Data collection

3.4 Creation of future
organizational charts and
articulated growth pathways

Observational data

3.5 Percentage of teacher
satisfaction and staff morale

Staff survey

FREQUENCY

LEAD
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CORE GOALS

4. Parents are
valued partners
who strengthen
our schools and
programs

KEY
PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

METRIC

METHOD

4.1 Percentage of parents
engaged in volunteering

Data collection

4.2 Parent feedback on level
of involvement beyond their
child’s education

Parent survey

4.3 Parent engagement
balanced across K-12

Observational data

4.3 Family retention across
K-12 compared to previous
years

Data collection

4.4 Percentage of students
involved in new learning
opportunities made available
by parent connections

Data collection

FREQUENCY

LEAD
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CORE GOALS

5. Organizational
leaders collaborate
with community
partners to enrich
the learning
experience for all
students

KEY
PERFORMANCE
INDICATORS

METRIC

METHOD

5.1 Student feedback on the
internship and mentorship
program; anecdotal stories
of student outcomes

Student survey/
data collection

5.2 Creation and use of
system to track community
partnerships

Data collection

5.3 Number and associated
dollar amount of new grants
received

Data collection

FREQUENCY

LEAD
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FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
Overview
The following financial analysis captures the projected costs associated with strategic
plan implementation, as well as context for future financial decision-making in support
of the RAFOS Strategic Plan. This analysis was conducted in partnership with the RAFOS
Director of Finance and District Superintendent, and supplemented with research and
assessment by Third Plateau.
Personnel
Proposed Position: Director of Growth and Community Engagement
The newly refined organizational vision solidifies the critical role of parents and
community partners to deliver on the RAFOS model. In the past, the responsibility to
coordinate parent and community talent and resources has largely fallen to individual
teachers and site staff. A designated leadership position responsible for managing
engagement efforts systematically across all sites will result in an enriched learning
environment for students and increased support for teachers and staff.

Opportunities for organizational expansion also connect back to community
engagement. Mapping a community landscape and assessing community needs is
essential for evaluating growth potential. The Director of Growth and Community
Engagement will work to build deep community relations that allow RAFOS to serve
more students and families. The role will also work internally with functional area teams
to create and execute expansion plans that allow each school to be sustainable and
provide a high-quality education.
Based on organizational needs, it is projected that the Director of Growth and
Community Engagement position would commence August 1, 2017.
The fiscal impact of this new position would be approximately $150,000 per year
including salary/benefits/longevity. The funding would come from the remaining growth
grant funding which was projected to have an ending fund balance of approximately
$334,000 as of the 2nd interim report. Third-year impact is included within the general
fund revenues.
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Capacity
The following strategic priorities will require increased capacity among current
organizational leaders (district staff, principals, and lead teachers):
• K-12 alignment (1.1 – 1.4)
• Social emotional learning program development (2.1 – 2.2.)
• Teacher professional development (3.1 – 3.2; 3.5)
• Align external communications (4.1 – 4.2; 1.4)

While some of this work aligns with current scope of position responsibilities (e.g. K-12
alignment will be the focus of 2017-2018 early release days), some initiatives will require
the use of supplemental dollars – stipends, substitutes, and one-time investments. In
year one of implementation (2017-2018), Board and leadership will need to make
decisions around how to appropriately fund increased staff capacity.
Recommendations will be included in the 2017-2018 budget and will not warrant an
additional FTE position (pending the approval of the Director of Growth and
Engagement position).

Compensation Planning
The work of the Compensation Committee has been focused on how to create a
meaningful, sustainable compensation package for employees that aligns with
organizational values and approach.

A current compensation analysis authored by an outside consultant and processed by
the Compensation Committee is helping to inform the organization’s definition of
“competitive” compensation in relation to comparable positions. The Committee is also
analyzing the organization’s salary schedule in order to re-align salary increases with
meaningful professional growth and development targets.
RAFOS leaders are also considering what the organization currently provides and is
committed to continue in the next five years to invest in its people. Strategic planning
has prioritized additional teacher, staff, and administrator professional development
opportunities, support mechanisms, and opportunities for leadership and growth.
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Marketing and Branding
Strategic planning allows for a re-articulation of organizational identity, impact, and
vision for the future – the foundation of a strong branding and marketing campaign.
While this process has yielded essential communication tools (Vision and Mission
statements, Theory of Change, and the Strategic Plan One-Pager), the organization is
ready and in need of a cohesive and comprehensive branding and marketing strategy.

A meaningful branding and marketing engagement for a social sector organization
typically falls within the $15,000 - $30,000 range. At that price point, the organization
should receive support and deliverables in the following areas:
• Infrastructure: Logo design and foundational collateral (e.g., letter head,
stationary)
• Digital: Website design and video production
• Marketing campaign: Collateral to support specific initiatives (e.g., student
recruitment)
A branding and marketing engagement should be customized to meet RAFOS’ unique
branding and communication needs and build from the extensive stakeholder
engagement facilitated throughout the strategic planning process.
Following the creation of a formalized branding and marketing plan, RAFOS may seek
additional graphic design support (estimated hourly rate of $75-$100).
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CRITICAL HURDLES
•

Lack of clear, unified organizational identity: We lack clarity in our organizational
identity and alignment district-wide.

•

Under-utilized parent engagement: Expectations of parent involvement are unclear
K-12; volunteer opportunities are not strategic or streamlined.

•

Sustaining K-12 enrollment: Maximizing the number of students who enroll in
RAFOS K-12 better supports the implementation of our education model and
supports organizational sustainability.

•

Limited funding: State and federal funding is finite; facilities are a high cost; and we
have not been able to consistently raise significant funds or secure large grants.

•

Teacher burn-out: The volume of current initiatives being implemented is
unsustainable, contributing to near teacher burn-out.

•

Maintaining a strong talent pipeline: We need to be able to attract talent with
meaningful work benefits and retain our talent with competitive compensation and
career pathways.

•

Ineffective external communication: Our external messaging has been limited
resulting in low brand recognition in the community.

•

Charter legislation: Policies at the federal, state, and local level are complex, everchanging, and have implications for the organization.

•

Authorizer relationships: Our relationship with our authorizers remains a critical
partnership to our viability and decision-making.

•

Associated stress of high expectations: We need to be mindful of mounting
student and teacher stress associated with increasingly high expectations externally
(e.g. acceptance standards of top colleges and universities) and internally (e.g. selfimposed by teachers to maintain academic rigor).

•

School competition: Surrounding schools demonstrate above-average academic
performance and consistently positive student outcomes.
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SWOT ANALYSIS
STRENGTHS
•

Students first: Decision making at RAFOS is driven by the student’s best interest. Teachers
are empowered to make autonomous instructional decisions to meet individual student
needs, and stakeholders across the system (parents, staff, and leadership) share a “students
first” mentality.

•

Dedicated, collaborative staff: RAFOS teachers and staff are deeply committed to their
school, contributing personal time and resources to offer extra support for students and
colleagues. Parents cite teacher quality and attentiveness as the number one reason for
keeping their child in the RAFOS system; teachers and staff cite support from colleagues as
an important factor in retention.
“We’ve experienced talented and passionate teachers at RAFOS who truly love
working to make my son’s future the best it can be. No other school would provide
my son with the acceptance, appreciation, and education that he needs and
deserves.”

•

Shared leadership: The superintendent and school leaders are passionate and supportive.
They share deep knowledge of the organization as well as content expertise. Leaders
promote collaboration and seek opportunities to develop individuals within the system.
“Chelsea is decisive and knows how to delegate, but she also makes her teachers
feel like they are listened to and she backs them up.”

•

Academic success: Since its founding, RAFOS boasts consistently high levels of academic
achievement for all students. Students internalize the value of high achievement and are
driven to succeed academically.
“We operate with a shared belief that all students have the ability to learn at high
levels.”

•

Unique, comprehensive curriculum: The Core Knowledge sequence, integrated with
Common Core State Standards and Next Generation Science Standards, creates a uniquely
rich, in-depth academic learning experience and level of rigor.
“The Core Knowledge program is far superior than what was being offered at the
local schools.”

•

College-ready students: RAFOS students are prepared for the next step, confident in their
academic preparedness and ability to drive their learning and personal success. College
professors note RAFOS students demonstrate higher levels of readiness and alumni express
feeling a distinct advantage over their peers.
“Students come out of RAFOS schools academically prepared and ready for the
next step.”
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•

Inclusive, attentive learning environment: Despite growth over the years, each school site
and classroom maintains a small, personalized learning environment where students feel
safe, included, and supported.

•

Innovation in practice: RAFOS leadership has instilled value in innovation, providing the
freedom and resources to test new initiatives and pilot programs in order to identify new
ways of advancing student learning and development.

Other: Support for teachers and staff to be promoted within the system.
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WEAKNESSES (AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT)
•

K-12 connectedness: A lack of internal and external clarity regarding what is unique and
what is shared among the family of schools results in missed opportunities for
collaboration, a fragmented K-12 continuum, and low K-12 student retention.
“Schools are divorced from one another. We need guidance on how and where we
can collaborate.”

•

RAFOS identity and direction: Undefined core approach and values, particularly at the
middle and high school levels, creates mismatched expectations of new parents and
students. Undefined vision and strategic priorities leave the community apprehensive about
the future, in some cases resulting in speculation that can damage culture and community.
“Our school has undergone an identity crisis – individualized learning and
supporting all learners versus advanced placement and rigid expectations for every
student– these are two different tracks that don’t mesh with one another.”

•

Focused organizational priorities: The desire to be responsive to teacher and student needs
has created a culture of reactive decision making; quick decisions bypass time needed to
vet new initiatives and share findings. Teachers and staff feel overwhelmed by the quantity
of programs and have concerns about fidelity of implementation.
“There is always a sense of unfinished projects before the focus goes somewhere else.”

•

Teacher livelihood: Teachers are not compensated with competitive salaries and receive
minimal paid-time-off (PTO). At the secondary level, teachers desire greater support to
engage in content-specific professional development. Recent teacher turnover has been a
cost to the organization and culture.

•

Parent investment and community: Parents lack clarity on volunteer expectations and
opportunities, and in general, are spending less time in the classroom and school. Parents
express a lack of opportunity for community input and feedback. Recent organizational
growth and an expanding geographic diversity of RAFOS students contribute to a
fragmented parent base.
“There should be dynamic opportunities for parents to contribute their strengths
and resources.”

•

District decision-making and communication: District level decision-making processes are
unclear to the internal and external RAFOS community, negatively impacting collective buyin for leadership decisions. Both staff and parents feel disengaged from major decisions,
and are unclear on district leaders’ decision-making processes. Staff and parents also desire
more clear, streamlined communication from the district and across schools.
“We call ourselves a parent-partnership school, but there’s been a significant
decrease in attempts to involve parents in the decision-making process.”
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•

Individualized learning: Teachers’ energy is often spent disproportionately on students who
need more support in order to master the high academic expectations set for all students;
students in the middle and top-performers can be overlooked.
“We do a lot to support our exceptional students and students who need extrasupport, but we miss a lot in the middle. We need to develop a way to support all
students.”

Other: New teacher training; request for more teacher observations and instructional feedback;
over-emphasis on tests as measure of student success; and lack of clarity and sense of
permanency around middle school placement.
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OPPORTUNITIES
•

Redefine student success: While educators articulate comprehensive measures of student
success, students and parents operate with more narrow definitions. A new definition of
student success will impact decisions around course offerings, programs, and the structure
of the school day.
“We want students to participate in more than just the core curriculum. We want to
provide opportunities to explore, ask questions, take risks, problem solve, look
globally, and see beyond college acceptance.”

•

Foster life skills development: Students entering college and careers today lack the
essential life skills and awareness needed for success. Explicitly teaching life skills would be
a unique offering and may better support student well-being and prepare students for life
success.
“We need to instill in our students a strong sense of personal and civic responsibility
and
the skills to communicate and contribute to an increasingly global community.”

•

Enhance and diversify course offerings: Students, teachers, and parents request more
diverse student experiences and course offerings. There is also a recognized need to
enhance the science curriculum and resources, particularly the high school laboratory and
science resources. A strong foundational Visual and Performing Arts program, spearheaded
by a talented department director, has the potential to become a unique offering for
students in the Rocklin area.
“Local districts have not been able to provide meaningful VAPA experiences for
students.”

•

Develop and communicate growth strategy: With a consistently long waitlist and proven
success, RAFOS expansion is a viable opportunity for the future. Creating a strategic
growth plan and communicating that plan to staff and parents will ensure sustainable
growth and maintain a strong base of existing staff and parent support.

•

Strengthen community presence and outreach: RAFOS’ current outreach plan has the
potential to be designed in a way that is more strategic, targeted, and comprehensive for
the organization. A strengthened outreach campaign would sustain enrollment and attract
new resources and student opportunities.

•

Bolster support to teachers and staff: Identify new ways to support teachers financially,
professionally, and personally, such as: evaluate compensation structure; increase
professional learning opportunities, formalize mentorship program among teachers, seek
creative ways to support work-life balance; create a system for knowledge capture and
resource sharing; and routinely celebrate student and teacher successes.
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•

Formalize development strategy: Teachers and staff express a desire for increased funding
and resources to support existing or new opportunities for students; commit to a
fundraising plan, aligned with strategic priorities.
“The annual giving campaign seems to not be working at all at Gateway. What does
that mean for field trips? I notice that many science extras seem to have gone
away.”

•

Increase vertical alignment: Standardize expectations and map essential standards K-12;
create systems for cross grade-level collaboration.
“Every kindergarten teacher needs to know what that goals and expectations are for
our students in their senior year.”

Other: Expand “Summer School” PD teaching program; define SpEd philosophy and
approach; increase physical activity opportunities and outdoor activity space; increase training
for instructional coaches for more comprehensive support.
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THREATS
•

A public school of choice: Although a charter school is an alternative option, it must be
accountable to all students. A landscape of high-quality school options presents a constant
pressure to be unique and continuously evolve.

•

Authorizer restrictions: Designated caps on resident and non-resident enrollment impacts
student recruitment and parent engagement strategies.

•

Disproportionate cost of facilities: Unlike a traditional public school district, charter schools
are often more susceptible to facility costs. A large portion of RAFOS’ annual budget is
consumed by facility costs, which depletes funding available for programs and personnel.

•

Facility agreements and acquisitions: Shared campuses present technological inefficiencies
and current agreements limit enrollment increases. Availability of quality, conducive
facilities is finite and present trade-offs, such as green field space.

•

Technology investments: Organization-wide commitments to technology platforms requires
inevitable hardware and software upgrades. Decisions
“We need to be better at making strategic financial decisions that are tied to
student goals.”

•

Personalized learning: The organizational value of meeting each student’s needs has
resulted in a variety of methods to individualize learning, some of which the benefits and
costs are not yet known. Technology integration, for example, seems to enhance learning
for some, but potentially damages the learning experiences for others.
“There has been such a focus on technology, it’s become a distraction. I’m worried
about too much screen time.”

•

Competitive college acceptance requirements: Increasing competition and expectations for
college acceptance contributes to mounting stress for students as well as teachers to
provide the best instruction.

•

Implications of growth: A small school environment and a close, connected community has
been a driving force of student enrollment and parent support. Recent growth and
potential future expansion requires concerted efforts to maintain an intimate community
experience for teachers, students, and parents.
“My fear is that RAFOS is becoming more impersonal, just like the districts that
they were originally the alternative for.”
“Let’s serve as many people as we can, but always with an eye for the longevity and
sustainability of the mission.”

•

Operating as a “Family of Schools:” There are inherent challenges to being a unified family
of schools when each school has distinct culture, teams, and unique student needs.
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